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Abstract 
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is one of the best-known combinatorial optimization 
problems. Branch-and-bound (BnB) is the best method for finding an optimal solution of the 
TSP. Previous research has shown that there exists a transition in the average computational 
complexity of BnB on random trees. We show experimentally that when the intercity distances of 
the asymmetric TSP are drawn uniformly from {0,1,2,. . . , r}, the complexity of BnB experiences 
an easy-hard transition as r increases. We also observe easy-hard-easy complexity transitions 
when asymmetric intercity distances are chosen from a log-normal distribution. This transition 
pattern is similar to one previously observed on the symmetric TSP. We then explain these different 
transition patterns by showing that the control parameter that determines the complexity is the 
number of distinct intercity distances. 
Keywords: Traveling salesman problem; Phase transitions; Problem solving: Combinatorial optimization: 
Complexity; Search; Branch and bound 
1. Introduction 
A phase transition of a complex system is a dramatic change of some system property 
when an order or control parameter crosses a critical value [29]. A simple example 
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of a phase transition is water changing from a liquid to a solid when the temperature 
drops below the freezing point. In computer science, for example, the probability that a 
random graph is connected, or contains a Hamiltonian circuit, increases harply when the 
average graph connectivity exceeds acertain value [3]. In artificial intelligence, dramatic 
computational complexity transitions have also been observed [ 9,111. In this paper, 
we refer to such transitions in the complexity of solving a problem as computational 
complexity transitions, or complexity tmnsitions for short. 
Complexity transitions of many combinatorial problems, in particular boolean sat- 
isfiability and the traveling salesman problem, have recently attracted much attention 
[ 6,7,13,21,26-28,30,3 1,333. These studies provide a deeper understanding of the 
problems, and help us to identify difficult problem regions. In addition, they also lead 
to the development of new methods to solve difficult problems [24,341. 
In this paper, we conduct a case study of complexity transitions on the traveling 
salesman problem. A number of real-world problems, including planning and schedul- 
ing problems, can be formulated and solved as the traveling salesman problem [ 141. 
Specifically, we study complexity transitions of branch-and-bound (BnB) for finding an 
optimal solution of the asymmetric traveling salesman problem. Given n cities and a 
distance matrix that defines a distance between each ordered pair of cities, the truvel- 
ing salesman problem (TSP) is to find a minimum-distance tour that visits each city 
exactly once, and returns to the starting city. When the distance matrix is symmetric, 
i.e. the distance from city i to city j is the same as that from j to i, the problem is the 
symmetric TSP. When the distance from city i to city j is not necessarily equal to that 
from j to i, it is the asymmetric TSP (ATSP). The optimal solutions of these problems 
can be found by branch-and-bound (BnB) [ 1,151. BnB is a general problem-solving 
technique, and is particularly effective for solving combinatorial problems optimally. 
It is the best known method for finding optimal solutions of the ATSP. BnB includes 
best-first search (BFS) and depth-first branch-and-bound (DFBnB) as special cases. 
Our research was motivated by a recent study of the average-case complexity of 
BnB on random trees [ 11,19,20,30,31,33]. The results show that there exists an 
exponential to polynomial complexity transition, in terms of tree depth, in the average- 
case complexity of BnB. The first goal of this research was to determine if such 
complexity transitions exist in real problems, such as the ATSP, and to what extent he 
analytical results on this random tree model apply to a real problem. We have reported 
our initial results previously in [ 30,331. These results show that there is a complexity 
transition of BnB on the ATSF? If discrete intercity distances are chosen uniformly from 
{0,1,2,..., r}, then the ATSP is easy to solve when I is small, it is difficult when r 
is large, and the complexity increases ignificantly when r exceeds a certain value. In 
short, the average-case complexity of BnB on the ATSP exhibits an easy-hard pattern 
as r increases. 
This research was also motivated by differences between the transition pattern of 
BnB observed in our previous study on the ATSP, and that reported by Cheeseman 
et al. on the symmetric TSP [ 5,6]. In their experiments, Cheeseman et al. randomly 
generated intercity distances from a log-normal distribution with a fixed mean value, and 
used Little’s algorithm [ 171 as the search method, which is also a branch-and-bound 
technique. They found that when the standard eviation o of the distribution, or the 
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square root of the variance, is very small or very large, the symmetric TSP is easy 
to solve, i.e. only a small number of nodes of the search tree are expanded. However, 
when (+ is intermediate, the problem is difficult. In other words, the complexity transition 
appears as an easy-had-easy pattern as u increases. 
Because of the difference between symmetric and asymmetric intercity distances, dif- 
ferent heuristic ost functions are used to solve the symmetric and asymmetric TSP [ 11. 
For the symmetric TSP, the most effective cost function is based on the minimum span- 
ning tree [ 221, while for the ATSP, the most effective cost function is the solution to 
the assignment problem [ 221. In order to better understand the complexity transitions, 
and to further study the complexity of BnB. we use a log-normal distribution to generate 
intercity distances of the ATSP 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss how to solve the ATSP 
using BnB, and the complexity transition of BnB on random trees. In Section 3, the 
main part of the paper, we present experimental complexity transitions of BnB on the 
ATSP with intercity distances drawn from uniform and log-normal distributions, and 
investigate the control parameter that determines the complexity. Finally, our summary 
appears in Section 4. 
Some of our preliminary results, such as those in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, were previously 
reported in [ 30,321. 
2. Tree search and complexity transitions 
The search space of a combinatorial problem can usually be represented by a tree. This 
is because most combinatorial problems can be decomposed by the principle of inclusion 
and exclusion [ 1,181 in such a way that no duplicate subproblems are produced. The 
root node of the search tree corresponds to the original problem, and the interior nodes 
correspond to subproblems generated. In order to solve the problem more efficiently, 
lower-bound cost functions, or heuristic evaluation functions, are used to assign values 
to the nodes to estimate the minimal costs of solving the corresponding subproblems. 
Which subproblem is chosen for decomposition i each step gives rise to different search 
algorithms. 
In Section 2.1, we take the ATSP as an example to illustrate these concepts of 
tree search. We then discuss the average-case complexity and complexity transitions of 
searching a random tree in Section 2.2. 
2.1. Solving the ATSP by tree search 
The most effective lower-bound cost function for the ATSP is the solution to the 
assignment problem, which is solvable in 0( n3) time for n cities [ 1,221. The assignment 
problem is to assign to each city i another city j, with the distance from i to j as the 
cost of this assignment, such that the total cost of all assignments i minimized The 
assignment problem is a relaxation of the ATSP since the assignments need not form a 
single tour, but allow collections of disjoint subtours, such as i to j and j to i. Thus, 
it provides a lower bound on the distance of the ATSP tour. If the assignment problem 
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Fig. 1. An example of solving the ATSP. 
solution happens to be a single complete tour, it is the solution to the ATSP as well. 
An example of solving the ATSP using the assignment problem as the cost function is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 
We first solve the assignment problem for the six given cities. Assume that the 
assignment problem solution contains two subtours hown in the root node of the tree. 
We then eliminate a subtour in the solution. If subtour 2-3-2 is chosen to be eliminated, 
we have two choices. We may either exclude edge (2,3) or edge (3,2), each of which 
leads to a subproblem with an additional constraint, he excluded edge. We then solve the 
assignment problems of the corresponding subproblems. Assume that the solutions to the 
derived assignment problems are not complete tours. We use inclusion and exclusion to 
decompose them further, until the solution to a derived assignment problem is a complete 
tour. We avoid generating duplicate subproblems by including in the current subproblem 
any edges that were excluded by its previously generated sibling subproblems. In our 
example, suppose that we generate the first subproblem A by excluding edge (2,3). 
The second subproblem B excludes edge (3,2), but includes the edge (2,3). Therefore, 
no subproblems generated under A can include edge (2,3), but all subproblems under 
B must include edge (2,3), guaranteeing that all their descendent subproblems will be 
mutually disjoint. 
In general, let E denote the set of excluded edges, and I the set of included edges 
of a subproblem whose assignment problem solution is not a single complete tour. We 
choose a subtour with a minimum number of edges to eliminate. Assume that there 
are t edges in the subtour, {xi, x2,. . . , x,}, that are not in 1. We then decompose the 
problem into r children, with the kth one having excluded arc set & and included XC 
set Ik, such that 
Ek=EU{Xk}, Ik=Iu{x I,..., x&i}, k=1,2 ,..., r. (1) 
Since Xk is an excluded edge of the kth subproblem, xk E Ek, and it is an in- 
cluded edge of the (k -I- 1) st subproblem, xk E zk+] , any subproblems generated from 
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the kth subproblem cannot contain edge Xk, but all subproblems obtained from the 
(k + 1) st subproblem must include edge Xk. Therefore, no duplicate subproblems will 
be generated, and the search space is a tree of unique nodes. There are different schemes 
for decomposing a subproblem [ 11, but we adopted the method proposed by Carpaneto 
and Toth [4], as described in Eq. ( 1). In addition, a child subproblem is more con- 
strained than its parent problem, by virtue of having more included and excluded edges, 
so that the cost of the child is at least as large as that of the parent. In other words, 
subproblem costs are monotonically nondecreasing along a path from the root. 
In summary, the ATSP can be solved by BnB as a tree search. It maintains an upper 
bound (Y, which is the cost of the best complete tour found so far. The initial value of 
(Y is set to the cost of an approximate solution, such as the cost of the nearest neighbor 
tour [ 8,141. BnB takes the original problem as the current subproblem, and repeats 
the following steps. First, solve the assignment problem for the current subproblem. If 
the solution is not a single complete tour, then decompose the problem and generate 
all child subproblems according to Eq. ( 1). Next, select a subproblem that has been 
generated but not yet expanded as the next current subproblem. If the assignment cost 
of the current subproblem is greater than or equal to the current upper bound (Y, prune 
this branch of the tree, since it cannot lead to a complete tour with length less than 
(Y, and select another subproblem. If the optimal assignment of the current subproblem 
is a complete tour, and its length is less than LX, update (Y to the length of this new 
complete tour. If the optimal assignment of the current subproblem is not a single 
complete tour, and its cost is less than cy, decompose this subproblem. This subproblem 
selection and decomposition process continues until no unexpanded subproblems exists, 
or all unexpanded subproblems have costs greater than or equal to LY, the length of the 
best complete tour found so far. 
Which subproblem is selected for decomposition i  each step gives rise to different 
implementations of BnB, particularly best-first search or depth-first BnB. Best-first search 
chooses a subproblem that has the minimum cost among all generated subproblems that 
have not yet been decomposed. Depth-first BnB selects a subproblem from the most 
recently decomposed subproblem. 
2.2. Complex@ transitions of random tree search 
By relaxing the constraints on a problem, we can usually obtain a heuristic evaluation 
function which is a lower bound on the cost of solving a subproblem [ 231. A lower- 
bound cost function can be used to construct a monotonic ost function, which assigns 
a cost to a child node in a search tree that is no less than the cost of its parent. This is 
done by taking the cost of a node as the maximum of all node costs on the path from 
the root to the node. 
When node costs are monotonically nondecreasing, we can model the cost function 
by associating nonnegative costs with the edges of the search tree, such that the cost of 
an edge is the difference between the cost of the child node and the cost of its parent. 
A node cost is then the sum of the edge costs on the path from the root to the node. To 
analyze the average-case complexity of BnB, the following random tree was proposed 
and used in [19,20,31,33]. 
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optink goal 
Fig. 2. An example of random tree. 
Definition 2.1. An incremental random tree, or random tree T( b, d), is a tree with 
depth d, and independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random branching factors 
with mean b. Nonnegative dge costs are bounded i.i.d. random values. The cost of a 
node is the sum of the edge costs along the path from the root to that node. An optimal 
goal node is a node of minimum cost at depth d. 
Fig. 2 shows an example of a random tree, where the numbers on the edges and 
the numbers in the nodes are the edge costs and the resulting node costs, respec- 
tively. 
The expected number of nodes expanded by BnB to find an optimal goal node of 
a random tree is governed by the expected number of children of a node that have 
the same cost as their parent, which are referred to as same-cost children. If po is the 
probability that an edge has zero cost, and b is the mean branching factor, then bpo is 
the expected number of same-cost children of a node. 
Lemma 2.2 ([19,20,31,33]). On a random tree T(b,d), as d + 00, both best-first 
search and depth-first branch-and-bound expand 13( pd) expected number of nodes when 
bpo < 1, where p is a constant between 1 and b. Best-first search expands 0(d2) 
expected number of nodes, and depth-jirst branch-and-bound expands 0(d3) expected 
number of nodes when bpo 2 1. 
Lemma 2.2 shows that there exists a complexity transition, from exponential to polyno- 
mial in the search depth, when the expected number of same-cost children bpo increases 
from below one to above one. This is summarized by Fig. 3. 
We need to emphasize that a random tree is an abstraction of a practical tree-search 
problem, making many assumptions to enable a tractable average-case analysis. For 
example, branching factors of different nodes in a random tree are independent and 
identically distributed, referred to as the i.i.d. assumption, which is rarely true in a real 
problem. Furthermore, edge costs of a random tree are independent from each other, 
which is also rarely true in practice. In general, to bridge the gap between an analytical 
model and a practical problem, empirical results are required. 
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3. Complexity transitions on the ATSP 
Do complexity transitions exist in real search problems, such as the ATSP? How 
applicable are analytic results of complexity transitions on random trees to the ATSP? 
How do problem parameters affect complexity transitions? This section addresses these 
questions. 
3. I. Transitions under uniform distributions 
The node costs in the search tree of the ATSP are the solution costs of the corre- 
sponding assignment problems. Assume that intercity distances are uniformly chosen 
from R={O,1,2 ,..., r}, for some positive integer . Consider the relationship between 
the intercity distance range T, and the number of edges in the search tree that have zero 
cost. The probability that two sets of n values from R have the same total sum is smaller 
if r is larger. Thus, the probability that two sets of II edges in the assignment problem 
solutions to two subproblems have the same total cost decreases as r increases. When r 
is small compared to the number of cities, the probability that the assignment problem 
cost of a child subproblem in the search tree is equal to the assignment problem cost 
of its parent is large. In other words, the probability po of zero-cost edges in the search 
tree is larger when r is smaller, so that the average number of same-cost children bpo 
may be greater than one, if the branching factor b does not decrease significantly when 
r increases. Therefore, the problem may be easy to solve when r is small. Conversely, 
the probability that the assignment problem cost of a child is equal to that of its parent 
is smaller when r is relatively larger, as is the probability w of zero-cost edges in the 
search tree. Consequently, the problem may be difficult to solve when r is large. 
The above argument suggests that there may exist a complexity transition of BnB on 
the ATSP as r changes, following the complexity transition of random-tree search shown 
in Fig. 3. We experimentally tested this prediction by experiments on lOO-city ATSPs. 
In our experiments, we randomly generated 1000 problem instances for each different 
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fig. 4. Complexity tmnsition on the loo-city ATSP, uniform distribution on (0.1.2,. . . , r}. 
value of r, solved them using depth-first BnB, and averaged the results for each value 
of r. Fig. 4(a) shows the percentage of problem instances whose assignment problem 
solutions are complete tours, where the horizontal axis is the intercity-distance range r, 
on a logarithmic scale. Overall, this percentage is small, especially for I 2 5. We further 
examined four important parameters of the search trees of the ATSP instances whose 
assignment problem solutions are not complete tours. These include the proportion of 
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edges in the search tree that have cost zero, which corresponding to the probability po 
that a node has the same cost as its parent, &he average branching factor b, the average 
search depth d, and the average number of same-cost children of a node bpo. These 
four parameters are graphed in Figs. 4(b) through 4(e). 
Fig. 4(b) shows that when r < 10, PO is almost one, so that most nodes in the 
search tree have the same cost, and almost every leaf node is an optimal goal node. On 
the other hand, when 10 < r < 1000, increasing r causes po to decrease sharply, and 
approach zero. Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) illustrate the average branching factor b and average 
search depth d, respectively, which determine the size of the search tree. When r < 10, 
b increases but d decreases as r decreases, meaning that the search tree gets bushier and 
shallower as r decreases. b and d remain relatively constant when r > 100. Fig. 4(e) 
shows that bpo > 1 when r < 130, and bpo < 1 when r > 130, indicated by point A. 
Following the complexity transition of random-tree search in Fig. 3, this means that the 
problem should be easy to solve when r 6 130, but should be difficult when r > 130. 
Fig. 4(f) presents the mean and median numbers of assignment problems (AP) 
solved, or search tree nodes generated, under different values of intercity-distance range 
r, showing a complexity transition. When r < 20 the problem is easy, but is diffi- 
cult when r > 1000. Similar complexity transitions have also been observed on 200-, 
300-, 400- and 500-city ATSPs. Fig. 5 shows the complexity transition on the 200-city 
ATSP 
The transition from easy problem instances to difficult ones, however, is not as 
dramatic as we expected. This may be due to the following factors. First, bpo decreases 
gradually as r increases for r < 1000, making the complexity increase slowly. Secondly, 
the size of the search tree increases lowly as b and d increase with r for 10 < r < 
1000 (Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)). Thirdly, the search trees of the ATSPs have relatively 
small depths, while the complexity transitions of random tree search are asymptotic 
results as tree depth approaches infinity. Finally and more importantly, the edge costs 
and branching factors of different nodes in the search tree are not random variables, so 
that the i.i.d. assumptions made for random trees are violated. Nevertheless, point A in 
Fig. 4(f), which corresponds to point A of Fig. 4(e) for bpo = 1, is in the middle of 
the complexity transition. 
As suggested by Section 2, if we take the particular value of r such that bpo = 1 as 
the transition point, point A in Figs. 4(e) and (f), then this transition point increases 
with the problem size, or the number of cities, Point A’ in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) is the 
transition point on the 200-city ATSP, corresponding to bpo = 1. Compared to point A 
in Fig. 4, point A’ in Fig. 5 has a larger value of intercity-distance range r = 450. 
3.2. Transitions under log-normal distributions 
We now examine the complexity of BnB for solving ATSP with intercity distances 
drawn from a log-normal distribution [ lo]. It is a continuous distribution, whose density 
function * is 
* This is called a two-parameter density function [ IO]. 
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p = 1000, and three 
When the standard eviation u of the distribution is very small, most values from 
the distribution are located near its mean value, so that most of them are the same 
after being discretized. Thus, when u is small, many intercity distances drawn from this 
distribution are equal, and the proportion po of zero-cost edges in the search tree is large, 
following our previous arguments. One observation on the log-normal distribution is that 
(2) 
(3) 
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it is biased toward small costs when (+ increases. When u is very large, most intercity 
distances are almost zero with a few very large intercity distances, which are unlikely to 
be chosen in the solution to an assignment problem. Consequently, the proportion pa of 
zero-cost edges in the search tree is large in this case as well. Thus, we should expect 
that the ATSP is easy to solve when u is small and large, but is difficult when (T is 
intermediate. 
We verified our arguments with experiments, in which we fixed the mean of the 
distribution to a constant, p = 1000, and used the standard eviation (T as a parameter 
to adjust the distribution. We generated 1000 problem instances of the loo-city ATSP 
for each different value of u. Fig. 7 shows our experimental results for depth-first 
BnB. Fig. 7(a) is the percentage of instances whose assignment problem solutions 
are complete tours, as a function of u, on a logarithmic scale. This percentage grows 
with u, indicating more easy problems were generated as u increases, supporting our 
arguments. Similar to the experiments with a uniform distribution, we also examined 
four parameters of the search trees of the problem instances whose assignment problem 
solutions are not complete tours. Figs. 7(b) to 7(e) show the proportion or probability 
pa that a node has the same cost as its parent, the average branching factor b, the 
average search depth d, and the average number of same-cost children of a node bpe, 
respectively. 
Fig. 7(b) shows that when the standard eviation u increases for u 2 0.4, the 
proportion of zero-cost edges in the search tree decreases, to near zero, then increases to 
one, and finally remains at one. Figs. 7(c) and 7(d) show the average branching factor 
b and average search depth d, which determine the search tree size. Fig. 7(e) shows that 
when u increases, the average number of same-cost children bpo first decreases, then 
remains at zero, and finally increases. bpo drops below one when u exceeds 8 (point B 
in Fig. 7(e)), and then grows above one when u exceeds 6000 (point C in Fig. 7(e)). 
Fig. 7(f) displays the mean and median numbers of assignment problems (AP) solved, 
or tree nodes generated, which follow a similar easy-difficult-easy transition pattern as 
that of the symmetric TSP [ 61. Fig. 7(f) shows that the problem is relatively easy when 
u is small or large, but is difficult when u is intermediate. 
However, the behavior of BnB in the region when u < 0.4 does not completely match 
our intuition. When u is very small, say u < 0.4, most intercity distances are equal to 
the mean of the distribution. In this case, most subproblems in the search tree should 
have the same assignment cost, giving a high proportion of edges of cost zero in the 
tree. In addition, the assignment problem algorithm intends to find solutions with small 
cycles, so that the branching factor of the search tree should be small and the search 
tree should be deep in this case. The average search depth in Fig. 7(d) when u < 0.4 
confirms our intuition, but the average branching factor in Fig. 7(c) when u < 0.4 does 
not. 
Similar to the case when intercity distances are uniformly distributed, the transitions 
from easy problem instances to difficult ones, and from difficult instances to easy ones 
in Fig. 7(f), are not very sharp. This is mostly due to the fact that edge costs in the 
search tree are not independent. Nevertheless, points B and C of Fig. 7(e), which 
correspond to points B and C of Fig. 7(d) for bpo = 1, are both located at the middle 
of the respective complexity transitions. 
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3.3. Identifying the control parameter 
Our experiments in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 indicate that complexity transitions of the 
ATSP depend on the distributions of intercity distances. What factor causes different 
complexity transition patterns on the ATSP under different intercity-distance distribu- 
tions? In other words, what is the control parameter? 
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Fig. 8. Tour length, distinct intercity costs and complexity, uniform distribution on (0.1.2,. . . , r}. 
The complexity of the ATSP depends on the number of different intercity distances, 
their values, and the probability that a distance takes a particular value. 
When intercity distances are uniformly chosen from (0, 1,2, . . . , r}, both the optimal 
ATSP tour length and the total number of distinct intercity distances increase with the 
intercity-distance range r. For the lOO-city ATSP, the maximum number of distinct 
intercity distances is 10000, which is the total number of entities in the 100 by 100 
distance matrix. We examined these two parameters using the same 1000 problem 
instances of the loo-city ATSP for each different r as we used for Fig. 4 of Section 3.1. 
Fig. 8(a) shows the average tour length, and Fig. 8(b) displays the average number 
of distinct intercity distances, as a function of the range r. The results in these figures 
confirm that the ATSP tour length and the number of distinct intercity distances grow 
with r. 
We then investigated the relationship between the number of distinct intercity dis- 
tances and the problem complexity, the total number of assignment problems solved. 
The numbers of distinct intercity distances of two particular problem instances that are 
generated using the same intercity-distance range r are not necessarily the same. Fur- 
thermore, the number of distinct intercity distances of two problem instances that are 
generated using two different r may be the same. Therefore, we rearranged the prob- 
lem instances generated from all values of r that we used, according to their numbers 
of distinct intercity distances. Since some numbers of distinct intercity distance may 
be represented by only a few problem instances, we chose those numbers of distinct 
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Fig. 9. Tour length, distinct intercity costs and complexity, log-normal distribution with a fixed mean of 1000. 
intercity distances that are represented by more than 30 problem instances, and plotted 
in Fig. 8(c) the average number of assignment problems solved as a function of the 
number of distinct intercity distances. Fig. 8(c) shows that the complexity of the ATSP 
increases with the number of distinct intercity distances. For example, when the number 
of distinct intercity distances is less than 40, the average total number of assignment 
problems olved is less than 25, and when the number of distinct intercity distances is 
greater than 100, the total number of assignment problems olved is greater than 120. 
In short, when intercity distances are chosen from a uniform distribution, the number of 
distinct intercity distances erves as the control parameter of the complexity transition. 
The problem is easy to solve when the number of distinct intercity distances is small, 
but is difficult when this number is large. 
We now consider the log-normal distribution. Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) show the 
average tour length and the number of distinct intercity distances, averaged over the 
same 1000 problem instances of the lOO-city ATSP for each standard eviation c as 
those used for Fig. 7 in Section 3.2, as a function of CT. Fig. 9(a) shows that when 
g < 10, the average tour length is close to 100 x 1000, indicating that the intercity 
distances included in the ATSP tour are close to the mean of the distribution, which 
is 1000. When (+ >, 3000 (after point D in Fig. 9(a)), the average tour length is less 
than 1000, and approaches zero quickly, indicating that small intercity distances are 
included in the ATSP tour, although large ones exist. This is mostly due to the fact that 
in this case most intercity distances are very small, and only a few large ones exist. 
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Fig. 9(b) shows that the average number of distinct intercity distances increases with 
u when 0.1 < (T < 2000. However, it decreases with u when 2000 < u < 10,000,OOO 
(after point D’ in Fig. 9(b)). This further indicates that more small intercity distances 
are generated for (T > 2000 in order to keep the mean constant. Most of these small 
distances are the same after being discretized. This is also the reason that the complexity 
drops quickly when cr > 2000 in Fig. 7 (f) . 
We further examined the relationship between the number of distinct intercity distances 
and the number of assignment problems solved. Similar to the case of the uniform 
distribution, we rearranged the problem instances according to their numbers of distinct 
intercity distances, and report the results for the numbers represented by more than 30 
problem instances. Since many intercity distances generated with u > 3000 are equal 
to a few small values, and the large ones are rarely used in the optimal assignment, we 
separated the problem instances that were generated using (+ < 3000 from those using 
g > 3000. Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 9(d) show the average number of assignment problems 
solved as a function of the number of distinct intercity distances for the problem instances 
generated with the standard eviation u < 3000 and LT > 3000, respectively. Fig. 9(d) 
shows that when u is large, the average number of assignment problems (AP) solved is 
less than 35, meaning that the problem is easy to solve. Fig. 9(c) shows that the problem 
is easy when the number of distinct intercity distances is small, but is more difficult 
when this number is large. In summary, when intercity distances are chosen from the 
log-normal distribution, if the problem instances that are generated under an extremely 
large standard eviation are excluded, the number of distinct intercity distances can be 
used as the control parameter of the complexity transition. 
However, the change from easy problem instances to difficult instances, in both cases 
of uniform and log-normal distributions, is not as sharp as we expected. This is more 
likely due to the same reason as described in Section 3.1, namely that the branching 
factors and edge costs in the search tree are not independent of each other. 
We would like to emphasize that the meaning of the above results is that when 
the number of distinct intercity distances is relatively large, solving the ATSP requires 
computation that may be exponential in the search depth on average. This does not 
imply, however, that the average-case complexity of the ATSP is exponential in the 
number of cities when the number of distinct intercity distances is relatively large. In 
fact, it is still an open problem whether or not the ATSP can be solved in polynomial 
or exponential average time in the number of cities, and the opinion of experts on this 
question is divided [ 2,12,16,25]. 
4. Conclusions 
We have experimentally demonstrated the existence of complexity transitions of 
branch-and-bound for finding an optimal solution of the ATSP We found that when 
discrete intercity distances were chosen uniformly from (0, 1,2,. . . , r}, the complexity 
exhibits an easy-hard transition as r increases. We also observed that when the inter- 
city distances were drawn from a discretized log-normal distribution, the complexity 
displays easy-hard-easy transitions as the standard eviation of the distribution grows. 
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This transition pattern is similar to the complexity transition observed on the symmetric 
TSP [ $61. Furthermore, we explained why there exist two different ransition patterns 
on the ATSP by hypothesizing that the control parameter that determines the transitions 
is the total number of distinct intercity distances of the ATSP The complexity transition 
follows an easy-hard transition as the number of distinct intercity distances increases. 
This research indicates that analytical results of tree-search complexity transitions can 
be applied to real search problems, such as the ATSP, helping us to predict he complexity 
transitions of the problem. However, the transition between easy and difficult regions is 
not as sharp as predicted by the analytical results. This is most probably due to the fact 
that the independence assumptions in the analysis are not valid in real problems. 
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